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Celebrating 25 years
-

Eric Vigneron
Hayward salt systems are the simplest and
most convenient way to sanitize your
swimming pool. A whole new comfort level
as salt creates velvety smooth water that
won’t irritate eyes, dry out skin or cause
fabrics to fade.

CONGRATULATION S!
Well known to anyone who does
business with HaywardIMG,
Eric Vigneron has been an
integral part of the customer
service team and is often the
first point of contact.
Currently based at the new
HaywardIMG office in Phoenix
Arizona, Eric, a native of
Belgium, had over 10 years of
hands-on experience as owner
of a contract pool repair and
maintenance company prior to
joining Hayward.

Experience perfectly sanitized water by
automatically converting salt into chlorine
which makes pool maintenance a breeze.
Hayward salt cells provide greater chlorine
output over their lifetime and cut annual chlorine costs.
Converting to a salt water pool is quick and easy. No
major pool pad overhaul required. Available in a
range of capacities, Hayward systems are compatible
with existing pool equipment.
Scan the QR Code
to watch the video

AquaRite® 900 Series
World’s #1 Salt Chlorinator
The AquaRite® 900 Series have Extended
Life TurboCells that produce an equivalent
of up to 725 lbs Tri-Chlore over their
lifetime offering comfort, convenience,
and peace of mind.
Part of the Hayward Expert Line,
the AquaRite® 900 series salt chlorine
generators are NSF and ETL safety certified.

Over the past 25 years Eric has
developed a unique expertise
for serving the diverse needs
and challenges of international
customers enabling
HaywardIMG to deliver high
levels of service.

AQR925

The 900 series come with easy to understand digital display,
automatic cell cleaning using reverse polarity technology and superchlorinate function.
For a fully integrated solution the AQR900 series can be combined
with a professional-grade chemistry automation system that
continuously tests water quality and adjusts chemical feeding or with
the Hayward OmniHub™ Smart Pool Control for convenient and
simple chemistry control.

AquaRite® 100
Salt Chlorinator
The AquaRite® 100 salt
chlorination system offers
nearly all the benefits as of the
AquaRite family—ultra-soft
water, time-saving convenience
and simple installation—at a
more accessible price. Ideal for
meeting the needs of smaller
in-ground and above ground
pools.

The AquaRite® 100 is easy to
install in existing pools and
produces up to 20% more
chlorine than other similar
systems on the market. The
unit operates at flow rates as
low as 20-25 GPM and over a
wide salt range: 1500 and 4500
PPM.
The weatherproof control unit
ensures optimal performance in
all conditions and the specially
designed clear vessel and easyto-remove cartridge allow for
easy servicing.

Saline C™ Series
Commercial Salt Chlorine
Generator
Saline C™ 6.0

AQUARITE® HCS SERIES
Salt Chlorinators For large pools
The Hayward Aquarite® HCS
Series Salt Chlorinators which
ship from Europe are suitable
for pools up to 1000m3 and can
be installed in master-slave
configuration for larger pools.

Hayward Saline C™ Series
Commercial salt chlorine
generators are designed to
meet the needs of commercial
applications.
The NSF certified Saline C™
Series features a single clear
vessel with a single heavy-duty
power supply, eliminating the
need for daisy chaining multiple
cells. This more-efficient design
lowers installation costs and
consumes less space.
The Saline C™ 6.0, is designed
to produce up to 6 lbs of
chlorine per day and the
Saline C™ 11.0
up to 11 lbs per
day.
Saline C™ 11.0

The systems include a control
panel made from polymeric
materials to prevent corrosion
while installed in mechanical
rooms. The specially designed
housing also provides higher
heating dissipation.
The HCS series
works with any salt
concentration
including sea
water and also
comes in a low salt
version. The reverse polarity
self-cleaning cells have a
transparent casing for better
plate visibility.
In addition to water chemistry
(pH/Redox or Free Chlorine)
management, the units also
feature options to control
filtration, lighting and
temperature along with remote
management and multi-pool
functions.

For more information on the products featured in Newsplash, please contact Hayward/IMG at
Fax: 909.444.0327, email: img@hayward.com or go to www.Haywardpool.com

